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Editorial Chatter
Manfred netzel outlines the tempestuous October 
political scene in Ontario. He also follows up on a book 
review by Ian Cameron on the War of  1812. His visit to the 
re-enactment of  the Battle of  Queenston Heights brings 
together some fine photography and a tale of  how the US 
lost their bid to take over British territory in Canada.

steve fuller announces a new approach to his column. 
This month the emphasis is textiles, but he manages to 
sneak in some great food references. The column ends with 
several recommendations for exploring Toronto’s textile 
collections and museums.

arM chapter 12’s website, armchapter12.org is where it’s 
at. All things ARM 12 are there, including current and past 
issues of  After School.

paul rook proves that a curMudgeon is never at a loss 
for items about which to curmudge. In this issue, American 

politics is his major focus with a good bit about the 
Canadian propensity for proroguing parliament when the 
heat makes the Premier uncomfortable.

david schreiber’s review takes us into another battle in 
another war -- the Battle of  Midway in WW II. In this issue, 
he brings us a book which challenges the myths that have 
grown up around this battle -- a fascinating read.

charles hawkes gives us a report on Grant Smith’s 
excellent lesson on how to research your family tree. Smith’s 
presentation was an engrossing journey through his own 
adventures of  ancestral discovery.

in a coMpletely partisan story, Julia Harney recounts 
her experiences on an Ottawa tour which her NDP riding 
association took. Her account of  Question Period reveals 
the callous disregard of  the ruling party for Her Majesty’s 
Loyal Opposition.
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Calendar
Tuesday, November 27, 2012 Early Winter Curling 
Bonspiel. Donalda Golf Club takes place at the Donalda Golf  
Club, 12 Bushberry Drive, Don Mills. This four-lane rink will 
accommodate 32 curlers. The bonspiel will last for two hours, 
followed by a sumptuous lunch. With an ARM subsidy of $10 
per player, the combined cost of curling and lunch is $25; lunch 
only participants will pay $20 each. Registration is at 9:30 am. 
The bonspiel and lunch will wrap up at about 1:30 pm. Call Jim 
Loftus to reserve a spot 416 447-0811.

Wednesday, December 5, 2012. Xmas Party 10:00 am..  
Latvian Centre. $25. Please confirm attendance with Jim Loftus, 
416 447-0811.

ARM’s Indoor Golf  Training Program, January 8 to 
March 12, 2013 
The very successful 10-session indoor golf training program is 
again scheduled for January 8 to March 12, 2013 at the Metro 
Golf Dome, 125 Milner Ave., Scarborough. Hopefully, we will 
have 2 golf pros to assist our 30 or so (minimum 15) aspiring 
professionals. Fees are $260 for the full 10 sessions and $32.50 
for single sessions. To confirm your 10 weeks or single session 
participation call Jim Loftus by Friday, December 28, 2012. 416 
447-0811

January 16, 2013, 10:00 AM – Education and the 
Environment. Peter Tabuns, NDP MPP for Toronto-
Danforth and Critic for Energy and Education, former Critic 
for Environment and former director of Greenpeace. Tabuns 
will discuss environmental law and energy initiatives in Ontario 
and the impact on school curricula. A question and answer 
session will follow. OSSTF Provincial Office, 60 Mobile Drive. 
9:30 am registration. $15. Lunch provided.

February 4, 2013, Aboriginal Awareness Week kicks off. 
Walk and Talk with Julia Harney Meet before 10:00 am on 
Monday, February 4, at First Nations House (FNH). Theme: 
food and water. Come and share indigenous knowledge in 
the world today. Our day will begin with Program Director at 
FNH, Rochelle Allan, who will outline the role of FNH. We will 
enjoy teachings with elders, possibly resident Cree elder Andrew 
Wesley and others at FNH. Lee Maracle, traditional teacher at 
FNH and writer will meet the group. Also, on Monday only, 
GoodMinds.com native books and educational resources 
will be available for sale – GoodMinds is native owned on Six 

Nations Reserve by Jeff Burnham. Other events for the day 
include theatre, films and hand drumming. Hot lunch will be 
served. Events are held at First Nations House at UofT, Borden 
Building North, 563 Spadina Avenue, North of College St. 
Specific program info for the week will be posted by January 
2013: www.fnh.utoronto.ca Participants should contact Julia 
Harney at 416-422-4165, juliacharney@gmail.com

Wednesday, May 22, 2013. 
Swing For Kids Annual Spring 
Golf  Tournament
09:30 Registration
10:00 Shotgun tee-off
If playing the Championship 
Course, arrive earlier as you will 
have to tee-off around 9 am so 
we finish together. Shotgun start 
means we tee off at the same 
time and finish together for lunch 
which will be ready at about 1:00 
to 1:30 pm
Place: Rolling Hills Golf Club
Cost: $65 for 18 holes in Classic Course and lunch; $75 if you 
choose to play the Championship Course; $20 for lunch only.
Includes 18 holes of golf, power cart for two (compulsory). 
BBQ lunch menu includes choice of 3 salads, vegetable platter, 
assorted cookies and dessert squares, coffee or tea, taxes, 
gratuities and prizes.
Send your cheque for $70 (Classic Course) or $80 
(Championship Course) or $25 (Lunch only, to Jim Loftus, 7 
Roanoke Rd., Apt. 301 Toronto M3A 1E3. Make the cheque 
out to ARM C12 Fall Golf Tournament c/o Jim Loftus. 
Cheques must be in by May 15, 2013. Since places are limited, 
please act soon.
Registration  Please notify us at armchapter12@gmail.com 
so that we’ll have a good idea of how many will be registering. 
Include your team members’ names and phone numbers and 
e-mails if possible. Please indicate skill level, 1 being a novice 
and 5 being a good golfer. Cancellations no later than 6:00 pm, 
Monday, May 20.

Wednesday, June 5, 2013. Annual General Meeting. 
Registration 2:30 pm. 3:00 pm meeting starts. Dinner following. 
OSSTF Provincial Office, 60 Mobile Drive. Call Jim Loftus 416 
447-0811 to confirm attendance.

Directions to golf  course
Rolling Hills Golf  Club
12808 Warden Avenue
Gormley, Ontario L4A 7X5
Golf  Shop: 905 888-1955
From Toronto
Take Hwy 404 north to 
Stouffville Road. Turn 
right (east) on Stouffville 
Road and drive to Warden 
Avenue
Turn left and go north 2 
kms on Warden Avenue.
Entrance is on the left side 
(west) of  Warden Avenue.
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Curmudgeon’s Corner

Lest we become smug
The electorate is incapable of error?

By Paul Rook

the aMerican presidential election has provided 
a wealth of  material for a curmudgeon. First we have 
Romney’s formula for solving America’s economic 
problems, which is to reduce the size of  government, 
eliminate any regulations that restrict business and cut 
taxes. Many Americans actually buy this argument. Don’t 
they realize their government has been following this 
formula since Ronald Reagan came to power, in 1980?  
Indeed it could be argued that this formula has caused 
their current economic problems.

But this election has proven that a portion  of  the 
American electorate – especially those on the right – 
will believe just about anything. You have heard the 
conspiracy theory that Obama was not born in the 
United States. But have you heard that he decorated 
the Oval Office in Mideast style; is in league with the 
Muslim Brotherhood; faked Bin Laden’s death; is the 
Antichrist and even went to Mars as a teen.  Frank Dane 
once said “Get all the fools on your side and you can get 
elected to anything” Maybe he was on to something. 

But I was still puzzled by why so many Americans 
believe this nonsense. Then the answer was revealed 
to me. An American university survey proved that 
Fox news viewers know less about the news than 
people who avoid the news. As Fox news is essentially 
a propaganda machine for the far right this helps to 
explain why they so easily believe these fantastic stories. 
Many of  the American founding fathers were afraid of  
the uneducated masses and who they might select in 

elections. That is why they created the Electoral College 
and why Senators were originally appointed by the state 
legislatures. Maybe they were right to be afraid.

Another scary aspect of  the American election was 
the attempt to suppress the turnout of  Democratic 
voters through voter ID laws. Republicans showed up 
at the polls in heavily Democratic areas to intimidate 
voters and to use many other tactics you would expect 
in a dictatorship. For years, Americans have been 
sending observers to other countries’ elections to try to 
ensure that the process was fair and democratic. Maybe 
it is time to start sending foreign observers to watch 
American elections.

Lest we become smug and think that everything is 
okay in the great snowy north, I remind you of  the robo 
call scandals in the last federal election. More recently 
we have McGuinty proroguing the Ontario Legislature. 
Some would argue that it was done to avoid further 
discussion in the Legislature about the cancelling of  a 
power plant during the last election. The Premier said 
that he did this because it would be easier to negotiate a 
deal with the public service if  the other political parties 
were not around. Remember the good old days when 
Davis was Ontario’s  Premier and Pearson was Prime 
Minister? When they had minority governments, they 
worked with the other parties. This resulted in some of  
the best legislation passed in this country. Maybe there is 
a lesson here. It is time to stop this extreme partisanship 
and get back to working together.

You are invited to the Annual ARM Chapter 12

Xmas Party
Wednesday, December 5, 10 am

Latvian Centre $25
Confirm with Jim Loftus 416 447-0811
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Exploring one’s
own closet
ARM members learn how to begin a 
family tree search

By Charles Hawkes

grant sMith, a forMer pilot, consultant to 
Canadian police forces, author, and genealogist 
proved to be one of  the most interesting speakers 
we have had in some time. In recounting his 
search for the history and roots of  his own family, 
he encouraged many of  us to begin a systematic 
search into our own family histories. The computer 
has led to widespread digitization of  all kinds 
of  printed records that used to be difficult to 
access, and new services such as Family Tree, and 
Ancestry.com make the task much easier than 
when Grant launched his genealogical search years 
ago into his family history.

Grant said that his own task of  tracing his 
family appeared especially difficult at first because 
his surname, Smith, is so common. The task, he 
said, became similar to that of  a detective trying to 
solve a crime by narrowing the field of  suspects, 
and proceeding from the known to the unknown. 
One can begin with a lead on a relative, focus on 
a geographical area of  settlement, and then go 
to city, municipal or county records in the area 
to locate the individual. Newspapers that carry 
obituaries are found in Papers of  Record, while 
cemetery records for Ontario can be accessed 
through the Ontario Genealogy Society. 

As most Canadian families have an immigrant 
background, immigration manifests from Europe are now 
available that can provide useful information. Grant stressed 
that religious affiliation can be important in figuring out 
where family members moved and settled. He discovered 
that his own family was part of  a splinter group of  Puritans 
who first settled in New England, and then moved as a 
group to another area.  

Ancestors may have served in the Canadian military 
during either of  the world wars. It’s worth remembering 
that 600,000 Canadians served in World War I alone, so 
there’s a good chance a relative may have served in some 

capacity. Grant led us through a kind of  tracking exercise 
of  a young man who, we discovered, had falsified his birth 
date in order to serve in the Canadian forces during World 
War 1. We found that by crosschecking several documents 
against each other, we found his true birth date – he entered 
the military at the age of  16. Daily diaries from World War 
1 kept by officers are now digitized and may contain useful 
information in locating a family member who went to war. 
Veterans Affairs has a virtual memorial site recording the 
names of  any soldier who died in either World War I or II. 

With the resources available today, the task of  researching 
our own family’s history has become much easier. Thanks to 
Jim Mile for organizing the luncheon, and prevailing on his 
boyhood friend, Grant Smith to speak to us.

Grant Smith and Virginia Maxwell trace Smith’s
ancestry in World War I
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Stepping Back 200 Years
October 13 at Queenston Heights

Photos and text by Manfred Netzel

As a retired high school History teacher, I was always aware 
of  the importance of  the Battle of  Queenston Heights 
for Canada during the War of  1812. However, because the 
then compulsory Grade 10 History course started at only 
1900 (now it even begins with World War One), I was never 
able to teach about the event or the famous personalities 
involved such as British Generals Isaac Brock and Roger 
Hale Sheaffe, or the Six Nations’ Chiefs John Norton and 
John Brant. Of  course, I would have also mentioned the 
inept American military leadership. Fortunately, I was able to 
teach the newly-created Grade 11 American History course 
for seven years starting in 2001, so I always had a limited 
opportunity to highlight the War of  1812 in the context of  

American expansionism and Manifest Destiny. 
It goes without saying then, that I jumped at the chance 

to participate in the formal 200th commemoration of  the 
Battle on the actual date of  October 13th in the Niagara 
Region. There were numerous activities planned for the 
entire weekend, but the highlight for me and my travel 
mates was the re-enactment of  the 12-hour battle with some 
1000 re-enactors from across Canada and parts of  the US. 
The event was condensed into about one hour. The weather 
also cooperated for much of  the day, although the actual 
weather during the Battle of  Queenston Heights was not so 
nice.

The battle was fought as the result of  an American 
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attempt to establish a foothold on the Canadian side of  
the Niagara River before the onset of  winter. The US had 
already declared war on Great Britain in June of  1812, but 
its numerical superiority and geographic proximity had 
not given them any benefit until then, due mostly to bad 
commanders and undertrained and inexperienced American 
troops and militia. Thus, a clear victory by a pressured US 
Army and Navy leadership was seen as imperative to placate 
President Madison, a very split Congress (sound familiar?), 
and a less-than-united American populace in New England 
and the Atlantic Seaboard. A hysterical fear of  facing 
Native warriors allied to the British on the battlefield made 
American resolve even more questionable.

It should be clear to any historian or military enthusiast, 
that this battle and the entire three-year war was a victory 
for the British and us Canadians (arguably, except for the 
First Nations). Nonetheless, Americans still see it as a draw 
even though they failed in their clear political and military 
goal of  fully invading, occupying and finally annexing all 
of  then British North America for the expanding United 
States. The two retaliatory attacks on our fair city (then 
called the Town of  York) by an American fleet and troops 
in the spring and summer of  1813 could be seen as a badge 
of  honour, especially since those victorious attacks, in turn, 
led to the British attacks on Washington DC and Baltimore 
in 1814. However, although the British and allied casualties 
and losses at Queenston Heights were only about one-tenth 
of  those suffered by the Americans, the death of  General 

Brock during the 
battle was still a 
major blow to the 
British. His brave, 
yet foolhardy, 
charge on the US 
positions has been 
romanticized in 
prose and paintings 
and his scarlet 
officer’s uniform 
(with bullet hole) 
can even be seen 
on display in The 
Canadian War 
Museum in Ottawa.

The importance 
of  Brock was 
demonstrated in 
numerous ways 

that weekend, 
including by a 
re-designation 
of  the 
iconic Brock 
Monument, re-
enactment of  
the transporting 
of  his body 
from the 
battlefield 
on a horse-
drawn wagon, 
and a special 
invited guest 
flown in from 
New Zealand 
 – a direct 
descendent 
fifth-generation 
niece. Brock’s 
command 
had to be 
taken over by 
another British 
commander 
named Sheaffe, 
who then 
successfully 
fought the 
remaining 
eight-hour 
battle against 
the Americans. 
So, in tribute 
to his skills 
and talents, 
another direct 
descendant 
and his family (still named Sheaffe) from Australia was also 
invited to participate in the commemoration festivities.

I plan to attend further Bicentennial War of  1812 events 
over the next two years, and would greatly encourage you 
to do likewise. A trip to Fort York next April or June might 
be a good start for your own Ontario “heritage moment,” 
or for any family or friends whom you might host here in 
Toronto.

History lives!
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The Turbulence of October
More Stormy Politics to Come?

By Manfred Netzel, President, ARM Chapter 12 (Toronto)

any canadian Meteorologist can tell you that the month of  
October is usually marked by high winds, jumps in temperature 
and unpredictable amounts and types of precipitation. But how 
is one to describe, let alone explain, the political turbulence we 
have been witness to in Ontario politics at the provincial and 
local levels? To put it in an educational analogy, I believe that the 
first year of minority government at Queen’s Park has put the 
Premier and his Liberal Party to the test and it has ended with 
failed results. 

Looking back to the October 6, 2011 provincial election, we 
in education specifically (and the public sector in general) were 
upbeat about the prospect of the “Education Premier” having 
to govern with a “major minority”  (his term) which required 
working with the Opposition while continuing with a relatively 
progressive agenda. Certainly, OSSTF and our affiliate colleagues 
who had worked actively to elect Liberals and New Democrats, 
felt optimistic about the new McGuinty mandate. We in ARM 
Chapter 12 also gave both unprecedented human and financial 
resources, as did DIstrict 12 OSSTF, to elect many incumbent 
MPPs in Toronto. We seemed to then be vindicated when the 
young Liberal Government had to increase taxes on the wealthy 
and introduce a renovation tax credit for seniors to win support 
from the NDP for their budget last winter. We probably should 
have guessed that the wheels would come off the wagon when 
the Ontario deficit hit almost $15 billon and a former TD Bank 
economist was commissioned to draft an austerity “road map” 
that included over 350 recommendations to enact.

From February 2012 on, we have experienced several 
scandals and crises such as ORNGE, discontinued power plants, 
and seriously cutting back the horse-racing industry . This last 
move would close many smaller racetracks and horse-breeding 
operations and end many jobs supplying the tracks with feed 
and veterinary services. Having taken on the horse-racing 
industry, the province subsequently proposed more casinos 
including one for Toronto and then enacted the draconian 
teacher pay freeze Bill 115 and the engineered by-elections, both 
in Kitchener-Waterloo and Vaughan on September 6th. At the 
same time, the upbeat “major minority” had by now become the 
“majority opposition” (also McGuintyʼs term) with very little 
collaboration with the two Opposition Parties and a relatively 
low rate of passed legislation. According to the Queen’s Park 

press gallery, only 15 bills have been passed over the last 12 
months. The alienation of the education unions will be further 
increased to include the rest of the public service when the 
Liberals push for a pay freeze of all 481,000 public servants in 
Ontario.

Of course, the ultimate act occurred on October 15th, when 
McGuinty suddenly announced his decision to step down as 
Premier and Liberal Leader during a hastily-announced caucus 
meeting. At the same time, he also announced his decision (with 
prior approval from the Lieutenant-Governor) to prorogue 
the Legislature indefinitely until his Liberal successor had been 
chosen after a leadership contest.

Some political commentators and observers believe that 
McGuinty’s latest “tensions” with organized labour are only a 
harbinger of tougher times ahead for Ontarians. They think that 
as the departing Premier has led an attack against his former 
labour allies, he also was intending to launch a frontal assault 
on his own annual $125 billion budget to bring about fiscal 
reform and “transformation.” If this is, in fact, the real political 
agenda then Don Drummond has cast a long shadow over this 
province and its citizens. 

Although he labelled wage freezes as a crude economic 
tool in his report, he also acknowledged that they may be an 
unavoidable first step in any true budgetary transformation. 
According to The Toronto Star’s  Provincial Affairs columnist, 
Martin Regg Cohn, since the McGuinty Liberals took power 
in 2003 average Ontario public sector pay increased by 28%, 
while inflation was 17%. This was almost 5% higher than the 
provincial average of 24%. A fiscal conservative, like McGuinty, 
would then make the logical next argument that with public 
sector wages costing $ 55 billion annually, it is mathematically 
impossible to get a grip on public finances without focussing on 
public sector workers in the short term. 

Sadly, one of The Drummond Report’s many 
recommendations which was actually rational was cast aside 
by the Liberals. Since any systematic transformation requires 
collaboration with those in the system, Drummond said that 
wage settlements should be negotiated, not legislated. However, 
it seems clear that more stormy weather is likely in Ontario’s 
political forecast. Our role as retired educators should be to offer 
shelter and comfort to those caught in the storm.
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Considered
Shattered Sword
By Jonathan Parshall and
Anthony Tully
Potomac Books, Inc., Washington, 
D.C.
ISBN-10: 1574889230 ISBN-13: 
978-1574889239
Reviewed by David Schreiber

Few events in the Pacific War 
were more dramatic than the 
Battle of Midway. Within a few 
hours, the seemingly unstoppable 
wave of Japanese victories after 

Pearl Harbor was turned back once and for all, ending Japanese 
expansion in the Pacific and removing the threat of attack or 
invasion against Hawaii and the US west coast. It was certainly the 
most important naval battle of World War II, and perhaps deserves 
military historian John Keegan’s description of it as “the most 
stunning and decisive blow in the history of naval warfare.”

The Midway story tells how the Americans fought a vastly 
superior naval force, yet not only won the battle but dealt a 
catastrophic blow to the enemy, sinking four of six Japanese aircraft 
carriers. The U.S. victory, as startling to the Americans as to the 
Japanese, was partly achieved by American ingenuity, which broke  
Japanese naval codes, so that the attack was anticipated, a good 
guess was made as to its approach, and American carriers were 
able to position themselves in ambush. Equally important was a 
remarkable series of incidents in which sheer good luck stayed so 
consistently on the American side as to appear miraculous. The 
American dive bombers that devastated three Japanese carriers in 
a single attack arrived overhead at the most critical moment, in a 
miraculous five-minute window, when the Japanese were supremely 
vulnerable, their decks packed with fully fueled aircraft readying for 
take-off, fuel hoses scattered everywhere, the below-decks areas 
strewn with bombs and torpedoes because of a hasty refitting of  
aircraft caused by a sudden change in plans. In another five minutes, 
Admiral Nagumo would have been able to launch his planes and 
fend off the American attackers. Furthermore, the Japanese were 
caught off guard because, of the six scout planes they had sent out 
on a search pattern, the very one that would have discovered the 
Americans on time had had mechanical difficulties and had been 
delayed in taking off. Who can be blamed for suspecting the hand 
of Providence in such fantastic coincidences?

Over the past seventy years this Midway story has achieved 
legendary status, has been repeated countless times, officially and 
unofficially. The U.S. Navy’s history of World War II records it, it 
was re-told in the memoirs of Mitsuo Fuchida, coordinator and 
leader of both the aerial attack on Pearl Harbor and the Midway 
operations (who, interestingly, became a Methodist bishop after 
the war, touring the U.S. as a speaker and settling there), and it has 
been at the heart of every book written on the battle. After the 
1976 Hollywood blockbuster, Midway, it became a staple of popular 
culture. 

It’s a shame that so much of the beloved story is not true. The 
authors of Shattered Sword re-tell the Midway story, but this time 
from the point of view of the Japanese aircraft carriers, and a new 
picture emerges of what really happened on June 4, 1942. Basing 
their account on a careful study of Japanese sources, operational 
records, logbooks, naval manuals, writings on military doctrine — 
many of them newly translated and never before used in Midway 
studies — they show that a number of supposedly key facts about 
the battle need to be revised, some of them drastically.

One part of the miracle of Midway involves the huge imbalance 
between the adversaries, creating the image of a brave and plucky 
American David defeating a Japanese Goliath. It is true that, in 
June 1942, the Japanese had the greatest navy in the world, and that 
the Japanese armada sent out to attack and occupy Midway vastly 
outnumbered the American fleet. But the Japanese ships were 
so widely dispersed that many of them were hundreds of miles 
from the battle and took no part in it. Counting only the ships and 
planes participating in the fight, the battle was fairly evenly matched, 
with four Japanese carriers and its 248 aircraft pitted against 353 
American aircraft, some from  three American carriers, others land-
based bombers from Midway.

What about that scout plane? Did the gods delay it to give an 
advantage to the Americans? Not really. A careful analysis of times 
and flight plans reveals that, in fact, the scout plane that should have 
discovered the Americans was a different one, and it missed them, 
probably because it flew too high, above the clouds. It’s truer to 
say that luck was with the Japanese in this incident, because it was 
the famously delayed scout plane that stumbled on the American 
task force, and that, only after going off its assigned search route. 
Without its lucky mistake, the American carrier group would have 
gone undetected until later, when its aircraft were even closer to 
pouncing on their Japanese targets.

Was there just a five-minute window of opportunity for the dive 
bombers, after which Nagumo would have launched his fighters 
and successfully defended his carriers? A clear understanding of  
operational processes and procedures aboard Japanese carriers 
buries that notion. The five-minute window was, in fact, a forty-
five minute window. Far from arriving just in the nick of time, the 
Americans had more than enough time to attack without being 
harried by swarms of Zeros.

The simultaneous attack on Alaska’s Aleutian Islands, long 
viewed as a feint to draw American forces away from Midway, 
turns out to have been a genuine invasion attempt. And so on. 
The authors list eight significant misunderstandings that they have 
uncovered, and many more small corrections are made in the 613 
pages of the book.

However, Shattered Sword is not focused on revising history. It is 
an important work of research, readable and compelling for the 
layman, detailed and well documented for the scholar. The careful 
depiction of life on a Japanese carrier, the extensive background 
and analysis, the maps, diagrams, and appendices, the naming of  
individual pilots, the granular description of events, sometimes 
minute-by-minute, make this book stand out from all the others on 
the Battle of Midway and make it a compelling read.
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Questionable Question Period behaviour
An NDP supporter visits the House of Commons

By Julia Harney

“the distance between the governing party and the official 
opposition, in the House, is two lengths of Nelson’s sword!”

Early Sunday, October 21st, 25 members of the Toronto 
Danforth NDP Riding Association boarded a bus for a two-day 
eye-witness experience of the democratic process in Ottawa. 
Participation in a riding association is an important part of our 
democracy. Our group included nine young people, several 
of whom have been elected to the Toronto Youth Council as 
councillors for the young people of our multicultural city.

Sunday began with a bus tour of Ottawa’s historical 
and political landmarks, followed by meetings with non-
governmental organization (NGO) leaders.

Monday’s intensive program included meeting with several 
members of parliament (MPs), NDP leader Tom Mulcair, 
a two-hour tour of the House of Commons, lunch in the 
Parliamentary Pub, where the country’s fate is discussed and 
finally, question period.

We met with Rosane Doré-Lefebvre, NDP MP for Alfred-
Pellan and Official Opposition Deputy Critic for Public Safety. 
Roseanne described her work to address sexual harassment 
in the RCMP and the closing of prisons. The Leclerc prison 
in her Laval riding is slated for closure. The prison has some 
good programs. For example, former street gang members 
who are inmates do laundry for the public. But Dore-Lefebvre 
reported that Progressive Conservative (PC) MPs are ignoring 
the evidence on what works in prisons and are not interested in 
tackling the root causes of crime. Doré-Leffebvre, a 28 year old 
expectant mother, doesn’t always get respect from PC members 
who are not used to working with young women. 

Another young MP, 24 year old Mathew Dubé, NDP 
MP for Chambly-Borduas and Official Opposition Critic for 
Sport, talked about coaching sports locally to develop positive 
relationships among youth. Involvement in sports and the 
community can help to deter crime. Mathew explained that after 
the September 11 disaster, he became interested in human rights, 
war and peace and was drawn to NDP policies on these issues.

The highlight of the day was an in-depth tour of the House 
of Commons with Peter Stoffer, NDP MP for Sackville-
Eastern Shore, one of the most senior members of the caucus 
and winner of the most congenial MP award from Maclean’s 
magazine. Stoffer makes every visitor feel at home in his office 
“cave” which is covered with baseball caps and buttons from 
across Canada. We began by signing his guestbook and throwing 
darts. Peter’s tour included some heritage rooms such as the 

office of John A. MacDonald, last used by Pierre Trudeau. I 
climbed fifteen flights of stairs. MPs can do the same to keep fit.

We also met with Nathan Cullen, NDP MP for Skeena-
Bulkley Valley and Official Opposition House leader. Someone 
to watch in the future, Cullen discussed the criteria for foreign 
takeovers of Canadian resources and concerns about shipping 
bitumen oil from Alberta to be refined in Ontario and Quebec 
– a very dangerous process. Through a school program called 
“Create Your Own Canada,” Cullen works hard to involve 
young people in the legislative process. He creates private 
member bills based on their ideas, to counteract the cynical voice 
of PC MPs.

Craig Scott, MP for Toronto Danforth, Official Opposition 
Critic for Democratic and Parliamentary Reform and an expert 
in international law, spoke of his efforts to address fraudulent 
robo-call messages during elections (Bill C-453 – an Act to 
amend the Canada Elections Act).  Leader of the official 
opposition, Tom Mulcair, lauded Scott’s abilities as a thoughtful, 
hard-working and committed member of parliament. 
Mulcair reported that we need reciprocal trade and a strong 
public healthcare system. More Canadians now believe that a 
sustainable economy is possible in Canada.

Our visit concluded with question period. Notably absent was 
Prime Minister Harper who was hosting the Prime Minister of  
Jamaica.  While Opposition members posed serious questions 
on a wide range of current issues, Progressive Conservatives 
responded by reading prepared scripts, and shouting 
“Separatists!” at the NDP members.  Instead of responding in 
kind, NDP MPs reported on events in ridings. Some MPs think 
on their feet; others blurt out insults. Definitely not a career for 
the faint of heart.

Perhaps the remarks of Toronto Star columnist Chantal 
Hébert best sum up Question Period: “The first time I took a 
seat in the House gallery as a young reporter, I was wide-eyed. 
Today, I mostly wish I could look away. There is only so much 
corrosive rhetoric one can be exposed to before one’s soul 
becomes corroded.”

Parliament could do much for the voters who elected them 
if there was positive will. What gave me hope were the remarks 
of the young MPs we met who spoke of the potential of the 
youth in Canada. Young people must be included in the future 
governing of this country. I was impressed by the youth in our 
own group. They are informed, hard-working, committed to 
democracy – to share, to love and to hope.
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i hope you have had soMe pleasure, and even good eats, 
from the recipes that I’ve submitted to After School. I have 
had little feedback so I’m changing the nature of  my topics. 
I may include a recipe or two, but I have no evidence that 
you, dear readers, have followed this road with me. Here 
is a new approach which will, I hope, pique your interest. 
Feedback and comments are always acceptable and, hopefully, 
encouraging.

My objective is to investigate different, but commonplace, 
components of  our society. In each case, I will recommend 
some activity you might enjoy to show you, in a graphic way, 
some of  these components. My first component is textiles.

Homo sapiens sapiens has been on this planet for probably at 
least 150,000 years. Our closest competitor, at the beginning 
probably was Homo sapiens Neanderthalis. Neanderthal Man was 
first found as a fossil in the Neander Valley in Europe, hence 
the sub-species name. Because of  the climate, Neanderthals 
most likely wore clothing made from animal skins to protect 
themselves from the cold in winter. In a similar way, these 
early humans (as well as sapiens) made use of  other animal and 
plant products for clothing. This was okay until the hunter-
gathering societies slowly began giving way to non-temporary 
settlements and trade specialization. The food-growers for 
example could not collect and provide fabric and food, and 
became specialized.

Basically, textiles became mostly woven materials which 
could be provided in large enough quantities for use in the 
villages and towns which appeared. These textiles were, and 
still are, made from chemical compounds called polymers. 
Polymers are long-chain molecules made of  animal molecules 
(eg amino acids for proteins such as silk and wool) and plant 
molecules (eg glucose for cotton and flax – linen). Those 
raising plants and animals for their fibre content turned their 
efforts into a specialty, as did processing it: knitting, weaving, 
compressing (felt) for which machines were developed and 
became a prime example of  technological evolution.
The Toronto connection

In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, there was massive 
immigration to North America from mid- and eastern Europe, 

much of  which was Jewish. Many of  these immigrants ended 
up in Toronto in the area bounded by Bloor, King, Dufferin 
and McCaul Streets. Even today, you can still recognize some 
of  the buildings as former synagogues and other buildings.

If  you are a native Torontonian, you may remember 
restaurants which fed the thousands employed by the Spadina 
Street needle trades (delis such as Pancer and Shopsy’s, United 
Dairies, Kensington Market) Other stores supplied such items 
as varied as religious books or groceries. You may also recall 
the YMHA (Young Men’s Hebrew Association), Sammy Taft 
the Hatter (originator of  the hat trick), and so much more. 
They brought a rich heritage of  philosophy, religion, music, 
food and Jewish flavour to the city.

Their companies supplied clothing and uniforms (Tip Top 
Tailors) and tailor-made clothing (Korry’s, Tom’s Place, Harry 
Rosen). Their sons and daughters became doctors, lawyers, 
dentists, variety store owners, teachers, plumbers, carpenters, 
junk dealers and every other trade you can think of. Of  course, 
this massive influx became a population tidal wave that led to 
our present city, the most multicultural in the world.

If  you would like to have a recipe for Eastern European 
dishes, please contact me through my website, www.
torontosaxophonequartet.com.

Here’s a list of  a few of  my favourites: Kasha (groats) - a 
very healthy high-fibre side dish – with lots of  onions, olive 
oil (or schmaltz) and farfalle; Cheese blintzes – peasant crepes 
filled with cottage cheese – a wonderful way to eat sour 
cream; Cabbage borscht – vegetarian or carnivorian – will 
restore a corpse to life; Chopped liver – Jewish pâté de foie 
made from beef  or beef  and chicken liver – heartburn on a 
cracker; Chicken soup with matzo balls – a one-dish meal – see 
cabbage borscht (above)
The history and variety of  textiles

In this great city you have the wonderful opportunity of  
investigating further by visiting exhibits in the following places: 
The Royal Ontario Museum; The Textile Museum of  Canada 
(416-586-8000): The Design Exchange (in the former Toronto 
Stock Market building, at 234 Bay Street – textile display under 
construction) – www.dx.org; Pioneer Village.

Steve Fuller’s Toronto

Toronto’s history in textiles
Enough of the stomach! Time for a different approach to my town
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Educators Financial Group Inc.
2225 Sheppard Avenue East, Suite 1105
Toronto, Ontario   M2J 5C2
Tel: 416.752.6843 or 1.800.263.9541

Retired educators we want your input!
Take Educators ‘Retiring from Education’ survey and help your colleagues approaching
retirement by participating. Go to www.educatorsfinancialgroup.ca to take the survey!

Whether you’re actively working, or actively retired – as 
a member of the education community, you’re part of an 
exclusive community that has the chance to engage with 
each other on financial topics that are important to you.
Here’s what one of your fellow educators, Dennis 
Maceyovski, has to say about the importance of having an 
emergency fund.
You never know when the money you are saving away in 
your TFSA will be needed… 
We have been putting money away in our TFSA (Tax-Free 
Savings Account) through Educators Financial Group, ever 
since it was suggested by our Educators Financial Planner, 
Jim Wanamaker, as a way to build up a little extra savings on 
the side.
The thought of having additional money “for that rainy day” 
was reassuring since my wife and I are both retiring within 
the next five years and have two children at the university 
level (one graduated from, and one still in university), so it 
was good to know we had funds to tap into if something 
unexpected happened.

Plus being owners of a cottage with still a bit of work to do 
on it, we also had goals to one day to finish all of those little 
projects (winterizing, updating, etc.) so that retirement might 
be a little more comfortable for us to enjoy the beautiful 
Muskoka colours during the fall. 
And then it ‘rained’. 
With my son Stephen just out of university, he announced at 
the end of summer the idea of living at the cottage over the 
winter as he was offered full-time employment in the town 
located close to the family cottage. This meant having to fast-
forward all of those future projects, such as winterizing the 
floor and water lines and putting in additional heating. 
Our TFSAs might be a little empty at the moment, but this 
was not the crisis it could have been if we didn’t have money 
socked away for a “rainy day”. Thanks Jim! 

Thank YOU Dennis for sharing your story!
Want to be as prepared as Dennis? Simply give us a call at 
1.800.263.9541 or visit us online at educatorsfinancialgroup.
ca and we’d be happy to help.

When a TFSA makes a 
rainy day go away . . .
A member-to-member story 

January 16, 2013, 10:00 AM

Education and the Environment
Peter Tabuns, NDP MPP for Toronto-Danforth
Critic for Energy and Education, former Critic for Environment and 
former director of Greenpeace
Tabuns will discuss environmental law and energy initiatives in Ontario and the impact on school curricula. A question and 
answer session will follow. OSSTF Provincial Office, 60 Mobile Drive. 9:30 am registration. $15. Lunch provided.

“Peter Tabuns, known as Toronto’s Best MPP, always gives a full and accurate accounting of the legislative, economic and 
social goals of his party.”  Neil Walker, Editor, After School


